Assignment

The Cave of Lascaux

Step One:

Please watch the virtual tour. While you are watching record on your NOTE SHEET the different colors and animals that you observe. I would also like you to try and draw one of the animals that you see the way you see it. Try and copy the style.

Colors:

Animals:

Picture of an animal:

Step Two:

Please read through the following passages about the cave of Lascaux.

On your NOTE SHEET; answer the 4 questions about the reading. These are the questions on page four of the reading. You may use the reading to help you answer the questions if you need to.

YOU ONLY NEED TO WRITE THE LETTER FOR NUMBERS 1-3. Number 4 should be written in complete sentences. A MINIMUM of THREE sentences should be used.
Step Three:

Please analyze the picture. On your NOTE SHEET, explain using 2-3 complete sentences what you think is going on in the cave drawing.

**Things you can include in your explanation summary:**

What types of animals are there?

Explanation of why you think those animals were drawn.

Why are some of the animals incomplete?

How did these animals affect daily life of the people?
• Reconstruction of Bull Rock Paintings of Lascaux Caves (Image)

Step Four:

Once you have completed the 3 steps and your NOTE SHEET is complete, you may turn it in to your WC basket.

You may SSR or work on other work that needs to be done until further directions are given.